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19. Watson said kissing Radcliffe and Grint after knowing them for so long felt almost like kissing her siblings. 20. He said Radcliffe was more talkable than Grint's own kissing scene. 21. But all they knew was that they had to be naked, wearing silver body paint, the day before the kiss was filmed.22. Grint was fired from the scene. 23. During the first look of
his kiss with Grint, Watson said that they both went in too fast because they wanted to get over it.24. They had to shoot again because they laughed when their faces got too close. 25. After both films came out, Watson admitted that his 12-year-old snuffed out a kiss with Tom Felton, who also plays Draco Malfoy. 26. The final scene, which is 19 years in the
future, was originally shot in King's Cross. It was later filmed at Leavesden Studios after images of the cast were leaked. 27. Yates refused to rework the characters in the final scene. 28. Jade Gordon plays Draco Malfoy's wife in the scene. Gordon was a stunt assistant on the show, who ended up dating Tom Felton. Felton persuaded him to take part in the
final scene. 29. Felton says the worst thing to be involved in the series was to dye her hair blonde. The curtains are closing. With Harry Potter and the Deathly Halliies, the famous epic of wizards and magic finally ends. J.K. Rowling is taking us to Muggles for one last magical tour of harry potter. The book ends with the climax that reaches a febrile pitch. If you
haven't grabbed a copy of the book, you're missing a lot. The other die-hard Harry Potter fans make a trip to a fantasy land with these Harry Potter and the Deathly Halliers quotes. Spoiler alert! These quotes reveal parts of the story. Peeves We did it, we beat them, little Potter's the one, and Voldy's moldy, so let's have some fun. Sirius Black (Is Asked If
Dying Hurts) Dying? Not at all. It's faster and easier than falling asleep. VoldemortHow Potter lives is due to my mistakes like his victories ... I was careless and thus thwarted by luck and chance, those wreckage all but the best plans. But now I know better. I understand things I didn't understand before. I have to kill Harry Potter, and I will be. Albus
Dumbledore, of course, that's what's going on in your head, Harry, but why the hell should that mean it's not real? Albus DumbledoreIt's a strange thing, Harry, but perhaps those who are best suited to power are those who have never sought. Those who, like you, take the lead and put on the mantle because they have to, and to their own surprise, find that
they are coping well. Albus Dumbledore, don't feel sorry for the dead, Harry, pity the living. First of all, pity those who live without love. By returning souls are crippled and fewer families are being torn apart. If that seems like a worthy goal, we'll say good-bye to the present. Albus DumbledoreThe thing Voldemort doesn't appreciate, it's not a problem to
understand. About house elves and children's tales, love, loyalty and innocence, Voldemort knows nothing and understands nothing. Nothing. The fact that each of them has power beyond his own is a power that cannot be achieved by any magic, a truth he never understood. Hermione GrangerPálca is only as strong as the wizards who use them. Some
wizards just want to brag that theirs is bigger and better than other people. Albus DumbledoreThe power was my weakness and temptation. Luna Lovegood (after McGonagall says Lord Voldemort attacks) Ooh! Can we say that name now? Mr. OllivanderA wand chooses the wizard that many have always been clear to those who studied wands. Fred
Weasley, for example, is this new idea that You-Know-Who can kill with a glance at his eyes. It's a basilisk, listeners. For a simple test, check that the thing that is glaring at you has legs. If so, you're welcome to look him in the eye, although if it's really You-Know-Who, it's probably going to be the last thing you've ever done. Ronald Weasley Everything is fair
in love and war, and it's a bit of both. Harry Potter (Ron and Hermione kiss) Oi! There's a war going on! Ron Weasley (given Peeves sings the victory song) It really captures the scope and tragedy of the thing, doesn't it? Luna LovegoodI think the answer is: a circle that does not begin. Hermione GrangerMudblood and proud of it! Dudley Dursley (to Harry) I
don't think you're just a waste of space. Ron Weasley (referring to Draco Malfoy's son) Make sure you beat him in every Test, Rosie. Thank God you inherited your mother's brain. Engraved in Dobby's grave: Here lies Dobby, a free elf. Engraved in Rowena Ravenclaw's diadem, reason is immensely man's greatest treasure. Engraved on the tombs of the
PottersThe last enemy to be destroyed is death. Are you going to watch the latest Harry Potter movie before it's released? If you're going to find reviews, trailers, or even a copy of the film at the beginning, you're not only risking the MPAA's wrath, but also your identity. Several websites that pop up in search results for Harry Potter Movie promise a free copy
of the Deathly Halliies if they only give them personal information or allow them to install a free browser toolbar that steals passwords. While browsing information about your upcoming movie on certain pages, malicious ads will appear offering a sneak peak in the movie in exchange for the identification information. There might even be an offer of a free iPad
involved. While these offers may be as tempting sweets as honeydukes, a candy store in the Potter poem, it's not worth it, out of personal personal a pirate movie. Once you have accepted the offer, the criminals behind the site will be able to steal your passwords and pose as you do online. It will be more than a few whisks on a wand to make the pain
identification fraud go away. To prevent such fraud, do not give personal information to websites you don't trust, use software to block phishing attacks, or have no common sense when you provide sensitive information on the Internet. If you didn't end up seeing the movie in theaters, enjoy it! [Via IMDb and eSecurity Planet] Follow Alessondra Springmann
on Twitter. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles, you can earn a small commission. For more details, please refer to our affiliate link guidelines. This is the final installment of the Harry Potter series, and it looks pretty awful as poorly made, poorly forged, and sloppy at last. I'm talking about the video game, of course, which lands on
store shelves today, the opposite of it said in the upcoming July 15 movie. Conceptually ridiculous, writes GameSpot's Harry Potter and the Deathly Halliies Part 2 (the game), adding that it's extremely boring, incredibly short, offers little replay value and doesn't capture the tension and excitement of novels. GameFocus sounds similarly dissatisfied, identifying
the game as the 3rd person wand shooter that lacks the story and is essentially too short for a disappointing 5 hours (GameSpot claims that it's only 3.5). But then it's the publisher EA and its development subsidiary EA Bright Lights shtick with these games, or already in the fifth in the series, Harry Potter and the Order of Phoenix, when things decided on a
semi-interesting Grand Theft Auto-like direction. I understand deathly halliers part 1 was a complete train wreck, and it actually had Kinect support for what the second part simply drops (probably a blessing). Sure, the last installment is really a guidebook, but it's hardly a shooter. The books are usually not particularly action packed (outside of Quidditch or the
odd eldritch sortie). They don't involve sequential boss fights, and the bad guys usually overcame some little cleverness, not crosshairs. The stories are actually relatively calm-interrupted by confrontations, true, but they are always more about the scales of investigation and self-detection than showing wands and hurling pseudo-Latin insensitation. It sounds
like it's been lost on EA, who apparently translated the last book as Harry Potter Duck and Cover. Maybe the stories are not meant to be games (certainly not for these types of games). Or perhaps EA is more cynical than we might think (or would like to admit), sitting in the marketing chambers to calculate guaranteed base sales for expected chunky fans like
crafting you'll-eat-it-whether-you-like-it-or-not prison food to the handcuffed masses. As a watchmen writer I think some translations can never happen. A lot of games and movies don't work as books. Most books don't work as games (or movies, for that matter). It takes a pretty visionary creator to craft truly new tie-in games (The Chronicles of Riddick is
probably the last). We've seen none of the latter in EA's throw-away approach to Potter games, less treated as a series than a wring-capable franchise. Interact with Game On: Twitter - Facebook - Get in touch Note: If you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, you can earn a small commission. For more details, please refer to our affiliate link
guidelines. May 28, 2004, 2:39 p.m. UTC /Source: The Associated PressHarry Potter will never grow up. Daniel Radcliffe, who stars as the daring schoolboy wizard, said Friday that Harry could die in the last book in JK Rowling's magic series. I'll be really unpopular for having this with Harry, but I've always had the suspicion - all that's going on - that he could
die, Radcliffe, 14, told a news conference to promote the third film rowling series, Harry Potter and the Azkaban Prisoner. Rowling kept quiet about Harry's fate in the seventh and final book. But in every new installment, Rowling reveals more connection between the character and archenemy, the evil wizard Lord Voldemort. Harry and Voldemort have the
same core in them, we see it in the fourth film, Radcliffe said. The only way Voldemort's going to die is if Harry dies. Voldemort was responsible for the death of Harry's parents, leaving the young wizard with a distinctive zib-zib on his forehead. The pair have similar powers - including wands and fluent Parsel - and Voldemort could not kill Harry.Rowling has
hinted in the past that Harry will not survive. Asked if he would write books about the character when he reached adulthood, he replied: You have to wait and see if he survives to become an adult. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire may be the last time fans see Radcliffe as Harry, which has brought him a fortune estimated at around $18 million. He's not
committed to the fifth film yet. I'm not going to lie and say it's going to be absolutely easy to see someone else play the role because it's going to be extremely weird after four movies, Radcliffe said. But if that happens, it's something to get used to. I'm not saying it's going to happen, but it's an opportunity. The Prisoner of Azkaban will premiere in Britain on
Sunday and will be released in general the following day. The film opens in the United States on June 4. 4.
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